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Abstract
The symmetries arise due to heavy quark and large energy limit help us to reduce the number of independent
form factors in the heavy-to-light B-meson decays. It is expected that these symmetry relations are not exact
and are broken by the perturbative effects, namely, the vertex corrections and the hard-spectator scatterings. The
former are included in the form factors via vertex renormalization whereas the later are calculated through light-
cone distribution amplitudes. We first calculate these symmetry breaking corrections to the form factors involved in
semileptonic B-meson to an axial-vector (K1)-meson decay. Later, by using these form factors we see their effect on
the physical observables such as the zero-position of the forward-backward (AFB) asymmetry and the longitudinal
lepton polarization (PL) asymmetry in B → K1(1270)µ+µ− decay. We find that as a result of these corrections to
the form factors, the zero-position of the forward-backward asymmetry is shifted by 10% from its SM value while the
effects on PL are rather insignificant.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Form factors for B-meson decaying to a light-meson f , where f can be a pseudoscalar (P ), a vector (V ), an axial-
vector (A) or a tensor (T ) meson, arise due to the matrix element of local flavor-changing currents (FCC) q¯Γq with
Γ representing some spin-structure. The hadronic form factors play a crucial role in the accurate predictions of some
physical observables (e.g., branching ratios, angular coefficients, etc.) in different semileptonic B-meson decays. At
present, several measurements of B decays involving both flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) b → (d, s)ℓ+ℓ−
and flavor-changing-charged-current (b → cℓνℓ) have shown the possible hints of physics beyond the standard model
(SM) (see e.g., [1, 2] and references therein). Despite the accurately known form factors for B → K∗ and B → D∗,
the efforts to make them more precise are still focus of the ongoing theoretical and phenomenological studies [3].
In heavy-to-light decays, the form factors are mainly dominated by the QCD interactions at small momentum
transfer and hence they can not be computed in the perturbation theory. Effective theories embedding certain
symmetries are used to reduce the number of independent form factors. In this context, one of the symmetries in
the decays of mesons containing heavy quarks is known as the heavy quark symmetry (HQS) which is based on an
expansion in the inverse powers of the heavy quark mass. By invoking this symmetry expansion, one can get certain
symmetry relations [4–6] which may not be evident in the full QCD. These relations are used to relate the matrix
elements corresponding to different currents and hence reduce the number of independent form factors [7–9]. For
instance in B → D∗ the seven independent form factors can be reduced to single Isgur Wise function [4].
In case of semileptonic decays B → (π, ρ,K∗)ℓ+ℓ−, when energy (E) of the final state meson is large, one can make
the expansion in the powers of 1/E and the resulting theory is known as the large-energy-effective-theory (LEET)
[7]. Using the HQS for the initial state B-meson, and LEET for the final state light-meson, one can factorize the
form factors in the soft and hard parts. The soft part of the form factors accounts for the soft gluon interaction
with the spectator while the hard-spectator interactions are carried by gluons having a momentum of the order of
mBΛQCD, where mB is the mass of initial state B-meson. These contributions are not independent of each other
and in case of B → ρ(K∗)ℓ+ℓ− decays, it is shown that in the LEET the seven form factors reduced to two in the
large recoil limit [11]. However, these symmetry relations are not exact and are broken by the radiative corrections.
These symmetry-breaking corrections at first order in the strong coupling constant αs are computed by Beneke and
Feldmann [11] along with their implications to the forward-backward asymmetry in B → ρℓ+ℓ− decays. Later, these
radiative corrections for B → K∗l+l− are calculated in ref. [12].
A close akin of the FCNC mediated B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decay is B → K1(1270, 1400)ℓ+ℓ−, where K1(1270, 1400) are the
axial-vector mesons. These axial-vector states are the mixture of the members of two axial-vector SU(3) octet 3P1
and 1P1 states, K1A and K1B, respectively. The physical states K1(1270) and K1(1400) are related to flavor states
K1A and K1B as (
|K1(1270)〉
|K1(1400)〉
)
=
(
sin θK1 cos θK1
cos θK1 − sin θK1
)(
|K1,A〉
|K1,B〉
)
, (1)
where θK1 is the mixing angle and its value estimated from the radiative B → K1(1270)γ and τ → K1(1270)ντ decays
is −(34± 13)o [13]. It is worth emphasizing at this point that the above unitary matrix is also used to relate all the
parameters of the K1A,B and physical K1(1270, 1400) states.
Now, being mediated through the quark level transition, b → sℓ+ℓ−, the effective Hamiltonian remains the same
in B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− and B → K1(1270, 1400)ℓ+ℓ− decays. Hence, the constraints on the Wilson coefficients and other
parameters obtained by analyzing different new physics (NP) scenarios in B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− can also be used to find the
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complimentary information from B → K1(1270, 1400)ℓ+ℓ− decays. Due to this fact, a thorough analysis of this decay
has been done in different NP scenarios (see e.g., [14–20] and references therein). Despite, rigorous NP studies in
B → K1(1270, 1400)ℓ+ℓ− decays, the contributions arising from the symmetry breaking corrections to the form factors
are still missing in the literature and the main motivation of the present study is to fill this gap. In order to achieve
this goal, we follow a factorization scheme developed in [11] that factorize the soft and hard contributions of the form
factors in the framework of the LEET. The corrections to the soft part are manifested in the Wilson coefficients at
an order αs by matching the LEET calculation with the full one-loop QCD calculation. While for the hard-spectator
part, non-perturbative method is required for which we use light cone distribution amplitudes (LCDA). These hard-
spectator corrections actually break the symmetry relations. At large recoil, a significant energy is taken by the final
state leading light quark for which an expansion over energy is a viable approach. For a more probable final meson
state, in which both the leading light and spectator quarks share similar momenta; hard gluon interactions becomes
more and more important. The calculation of hard-spectator corrections along with the vertex renormalization in
B → K1(1270) is the main objective of this study. After quantifying these corrections, their impact on the physical
observables that are known to have less dependence on the form factors, namely the zero-position of the forward-
backward asymmetry and the longitudinal lepton polarization asymmetry, are studied for B → K1(1270)µ+µ−. The
case when we have the final state meson to be K1(1400) is rather trivial from it.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, after a brief introduction of the LEET, its Lagrangian will be
given by keeping the final meson mass terms which respect HQS. The seven form factors for B → K1, where from
here onwards K1 refer to K1(1270), transition are shown to be written in terms of the two soft form factors ξ
⊥,‖
K1
(EF )
using LEET symmetries. In section III, we describe the factorization scheme used to calculate the symmetry breaking
corrections to the form factors. The vertex renormalization is carried out along with the hard-spectator interactions
to calculate the symmetry breaking corrections at an order αs. The major uncertainties in the calculation of the
form factors lie in hard-spectator corrections especially in the B-meson distribution amplitudes. This is discussed in
Sec. IVA. Using light-cone sum rules (LCSR) form factors [21, 22], both without corrections and by incorporating
the radiative corrections are discussed in the same section. Later their impact on the forward-backward and the
longitudinal lepton polarization asymmetries is studied in Sec. IVB. We conclude in Sec. V. The study presented
here is supplemented with three appendices: Appendix A summarize the B- and K1-mesons distribution amplitudes
and the appendix B presents the expressions of different helicity amplitudes for the decay under consideration. Finally,
the appendix C gives the detailed calculation of the hard-spectator correction to one of the the form factors V2(q
2).
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II. FORM FACTORS AT LARGE RECOIL
The matrix elements for the decay of B-meson to an axial-vector meson (K1), can be written as;
〈
K1(p
′, ε∗)|q¯γµb|B¯(p)〉 = 2mK1V0(q2)ε∗ · qq2 qµ + (mB +mK1)V1(q2)
{
ε∗µ − ε
∗ · q
q2
qµ
}
−V2(q2) ε
∗ · q
mB +mK1
{
(p+ p′)µ − m
2
B −m2K1
q2
qµ
}
〈
K1(p
′, ε∗)|q¯γµγ5b|B¯(p)
〉
=
2iA(q2)
mB +mK1
ǫµνρσε∗νp
′
ρpσ〈
K1(p
′, ε∗)|q¯σµνqνγ5b|B¯(p)
〉
= −2T1(q2)ǫµνρσε∗νp′ρpσ〈
K1(p
′, ε∗)|q¯σµνqνb|B¯(p)
〉
= −iT2(q2)
{
(m2B −m2K1)ε∗µ − (ε∗ · q)(p+ p′)µ
}
−iT3(q2)(ε∗ · q)
{
qµ − q
2
m2B −m2K1
(p+ p′)µ
}
(2)
where pµ(p′µ), mB(mK1) are the momentum, mass of B(K1)-meson, respectively, and ε
∗µ is the polarization vector
of the K1-meson. The interaction of heavy quarks with soft gluons render the heavy quark effective theory (HQET)
[6]. Using q2 = (p− p′)2, the energy of the final state K1- meson is EF = (m2B +m2K1 − q2)/2mB. In the large recoil
region, the momentum transfer squared, i.e., q2 is small and because of the fact that m2K1 << m
2
B and q
2 << m2B, the
energy of K1-meson is of order EF ∼ mB/2. Therefore, the EF is a good expansion parameter and for the K1-meson
whose mass is larger than 1 GeV; retaining terms of the order of m2K1/m
2
B would be interesting. However, it is safe
to neglect the terms of the order of ΛQCD/EF .
The four-momentum of B−meson in terms of the velocity v of the heavy quark can be expressed as pµ = mBvµ.
Being a bound state of a heavy and a light quark, the heavy quark has momentum
pµQ = mQv
µ + kµ, (3)
where k is the residual momentum and |k| ∼ ΛQCD << mb. In B-meson rest frame, the components of the four
velocity are v = (1, 0, 0, 0). In order to work with light-cone variables, let us introduce two light like vectors nµ and
ηµ satisfying n
2 = η2 = 0. Choosing n = (1, 0, 0, 1) and η = (1, 0, 0,−1) it can be verified that ηµ = 2vµ − nµ while
n · v = 1 and n · η = 2.
The momentum of K1-meson in terms of nµ and ηµ can be expressed as [23]
pF = En+
m2K1
4E
η, (4)
with E being the off-shell energy. The on-shell energy and 3−momentum of the final state K1-meson are
EF = E
(
1 +
m2K1
4E2
)
, ∆ ≡
√
E2F −m2K1 = E
(
1− m
2
K1
4E2
)
(5)
and the momentum of the leading light quark in final state is given as
pq = En+
m2K1
4E
η + k′ = ∆n+
m2K1
4E
v + k′, (6)
where again the residual momentum is of the order of |k′| ∼ ΛQCD << E. The effective Lagrangian can be derived
from the 4−component QCD quark fields q(x). The two-component light-quark fields are given via projection operators
(P±) as
q±(x) = exp
(
i∆ · x+ m
2
q
2E
v · x
)
P±q(x), (7)
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with
P+ =
/n/v
2
, P 2+ = P+,
P− =
/v/n
2
, P 2− = P−. (8)
The effective Lagrangian up-to order ΛQCD/E while retaining terms of order m
2
K1
/E can be expressed by
L = q¯(x)/v
(
in ·D + m
2
K1
2E
)
q(x), (9)
where Dµ = ∂µ − igsAµ is the covariant derivative. The second term in the Lagrangian gives the contribution due
to final state meson mass and it does not break the symmetry of the leading order Lagrangian due to similar Dirac
structure. In case of the vector-meson (ρ,K∗), whose mass is less then 1 GeV, the terms of the order
m2K∗
2E are ignored
in B → (ρ, K∗)ℓ+ℓ− calculations [11, 12].
In our calculation of form factors of B−meson decaying to K1-meson, it is instructive to define the sum and
difference of momenta
(p+ p′)µ = mB
(
1 +
m2K1
2mBE
)
vµ +∆nµ,
q ≡ (p− p′)µ = mB
(
1− m
2
K1
2mBE
)
vµ −∆nµ. (10)
The K1-meson with polarization vector ε
∗µ satisfy the transverse relation, i.e., ε∗ · p′ = 0. From Eq. (10), contracting
with ε∗µ and making use of transverse relation, we have a useful identity
ε∗ · n = −m
2
K1
2E∆
(ε∗ · v). (11)
Using the technique familiar from the HQET, the soft form factors relation can be found as [6]
〈K1(p′, ε∗)|q¯Γb|B(p)〉 = Tr[A(EF )M¯K1ΓMB ], (12)
where the projector for K1-meson is defined as M¯K1 = −ε∗γ5 /v/n2 and for B-meson it is MB = −
1+/v
2 γ5. The function
A(EF ) contains the long distance dynamics that is independent of any Dirac structure Γ and it can be written as
A(EF ) = EF /n
{
ξ⊥K1(EF )−
/v
2
ξ
‖
K1
(EF )
}
, (13)
with ξ⊥K1(EF ) and ξ
‖
K1
(EF ) denote the contribution to form factors of transversely and longitudinally polarized K1-
meson, respectively. Substituting MK1 ,MB along with the function A(EF ) in Eq. (12) and by considering the possible
Dirac structures Γ = {γµ, γµγ5, σµνqν , σµνqνγ5}, the trace calculation gives
〈K1(p′, ε∗)|q¯γµb|B(p)〉 = 2EF ξ⊥K1(EF )
[
ε∗µ − (ε∗ · v)
(
EF
∆
nµ − m
2
K1
2E∆
vµ
)]
+2EF
(
1 +
m2K1
4E∆
)
ξ
‖
K1
(EF )(ε
∗ · v)nµ,
〈K1(p′, ε∗)|q¯γµγ5b|B(p)〉 = 2iEF ξ⊥K1(EF )εµνρσε∗νnρvσ,
〈K1(p′, ε∗)|q¯σµνγ5qνb|B(p)〉 = 2EFmBξ⊥K1
(
1− m
2
K1
2EmB
)
εµνρσε∗νnρvσ,
〈K1(p′, ε∗)|q¯σµνqνb|B(p)〉 = 2iEF
[
mBξ
⊥
K1(EF )
(
1− m
2
K1
2EmB
){
ε∗µ − ε∗ · v
(
EF
∆
nµ − m
2
K1
2E∆
vµ
)}
+
E
∆
ξ
‖
K1
(EF )(ε
∗ · v)
{
(mB − EF )nµ −mB
(
1− m
2
K1
2EmB
)
vµ
}]
. (14)
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It is important to emphasis that despite the similarity that both B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− and B → K1ℓ+ℓ− decays are
mediated by the quark level transition b→ sℓ+ℓ−, there are some differences. The first and the obvious difference is
that K1 is an axial-vector meson and due to this fact, the matrix elements corresponding to vector and axial-vector
currents in K∗ case are interchanged here and this can be seen in Eq. (2). The second common difference between
K∗ and K1(1270, 1400) is that the later states are a mixture of flavor eigenstates K1A,1B and hence the corresponding
form factors and other quantities will also mix which is not the case for K∗ meson. The last and the most particular
one is that contrary to the K∗ meson, the mass of K1−meson is above 1 GeV and hence without ignoring its mass such
symmetry relations for form factors were earlier calculated in [23]. Therefore, we have also kept the K1 meson mass
terms in calculating vertex and hard-spectator corrections. By ignoring the final state meson mass in these correction
terms and also interchanging the role of vector and axial-vector currents, one can see that the corresponding relations
for the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− can be reproduced.
Now comparing Eq. (2) with Eq. (14) to represent all seven form factors in terms of the two soft form factors
ξ
⊥,‖
K1
(EF ), one gets
V0(q
2) =
EF
mK1
ξ
‖
K1
(EF ), (15)
V1(q
2) =
2EF
mB +mK1
ξ⊥K1(EF ), (16)
V2(q
2) =
(
1 +
mK1
mB
)(
1 +
2m2K1
m2B
)[
ξ⊥K1(EF )− ξ
‖
K1
(EF )
]
, (17)
A(q2) =
(
1 +
mK1
mB
)
EF
∆
ξ⊥K1(EF ), (18)
T1(q
2) =
(
1− m
2
K1
m2B
)
EF
∆
ξ⊥K1(EF ), (19)
T2(q
2) =
2EF
mB
ξ⊥K1(EF ), (20)
T3(q
2) =
(
1 +
5m2K1
m2B
)
ξ⊥K1(EF )−
(
1 +
2m2K1
m2B
)
ξ
‖
K1
(EF ). (21)
Recall that the energy EF is a function of q
2 and for the radiative decays q2 = 0, therefore, we get the trivial
expressions for the form factors. The form factor V0(q
2) only depends upon ξ
‖
K1
(EF ) and it will be later used as a
renormalization convention along with A(q2) for perpendicular-polarization form factor ξ⊥K1(EF ).
III. SYMMETRY BREAKING CORRECTIONS
The symmetries arise in the HQET help us to relate the form factors and hence reduce the number of independent
form factors e.g., from seven to two in the decay under consideration. However, the heavy quark/large recoil symme-
tries are broken by the radiative corrections. These corrections arise from vertex diagram as shown in Fig.1 or from
the hard-spectator scattering diagrams shown in Fig. 2. For HQS at large recoil, we worked out the relations of the
soft form factors in section II. The vertex contribution arise at the order of 1/mB and αs. The contributions arising
from hard-spectator interactions are suppressed by an order of αs. However, in case of heavy-to-light transitions,
these corrections are still important. This is due to the fact that we desire a probable configuration in which the
momentum of spectator and leading quark scale in a similar fashion. This requires a well thought factorization scheme
and to serve this purpose, there had been few factorization schemes developed in the last ten-to-fifteen years for these
heavy-to-light transitions (e.g. [10, 11]). Beneke and Feldmann [11] have developed a factorization scheme in terms
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FIG. 1: Vertex correction in B → K1 decays.
FIG. 2: Hard spectator corrections to the form factors in B → K1 decays.
of soft- and hard-contributions to the form factors in the framework of LEET and we adopt it in our present work.
We will see that the vertex corrections do not respect the symmetry relations and to take them into account, these
are calculated at an extra order of αs in an effective theory and then matched with full theory. The difference in
matching the two will give us the required contributions. There is one subtlety, LEET is not infrared safe, because
it does not take care of the collinear gluons and hence can not correctly reproduce infrared divergences. However,
this will be taken care of in the future work [24]. But in context of this work, such collinear gluons do not break
symmetry relations among the soft form factors [25]. Similarly, for the hard-spectator scattering, it is seen that
end-point divergences respect the HQS and are also accounted for in soft-form factors. We would like to mention here
that the hard gluon has virtuality of mBΛQCD while the energy of the leading light quark scales as mB/2. To the
form factors defined in Eqs. (2) the factorization formula for heavy to light case at leading order in 1/mB reads as
[11]
fi(q
2) = Ciξ
a
K1(EF ) + ΦB ⊗ T Γ ⊗ ΦK1 , (22)
where ΦB and ΦK1 are the light-cone distribution amplitudes for the B- and K1- mesons, respectively. The first term
accounts for the soft contributions with ξaK1(EF ) representing the soft form factors and the label a =⊥, ‖ corresponds
to the perpendicular, parallel polarizations of the K1-meson. In sec. II, we have already expressed the seven form
factors in terms of ξ
⊥,‖
K1
(EF ) (c.f., Eq. (14)). The second term in Eq. (22) depicts the hard-spectator scattering
contributions. We will see later, while calculating these corrections; that the corresponding amplitude T Γ has the
end-point divergences. These end-point divergences are then absorbed in the soft form factors.
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A. Vertex Renormalization
Making use of the Passarino-Veltman reduction and keeping the mass term for the K1-meson, the vertex diagram
shown in Fig. 1 can be evaluated in a systematic way. Let’s write u¯(p′) and u(p) as Dirac spinors for light (assumed to
be massless) and heavy quarks and introduce a small mass λ for gluon to regulate IR-divergences. The UV-divergences
are dealt in a naive dimensional regularization (NDR) scheme (d = 4−2ǫ) and utilizing (u¯(p′)/p′ = 0, /pu(p) = mbu(p))
to get the relation for an arbitrary current Γ;
u¯(p′)Γ(p′, p)u(p) =
αsCF
4π
u¯(p′)
[{
−1
2
ln
(
λ2m2b
m2b − q2
)
− 2 ln
(
λ2m2b
(m2b − q2)2
)
− 2Li2
(
q2
m2b
)
+
mB
EF
L− 3− π
2
2
}
Γ
+
1
4
{
1
ǫˆ
+ 3− ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
− L′
}
γαγβΓγβγα +
1
2q2
{
1− mB
2EF
L
}
γα/pΓ /p
′
γα
+
1
2q2
{
1− L′
}
mbγ
α
/pΓγα − 1
2q2
{
2− L′′
}
mbΓ/p
′
]
u(p), (23)
where q2 = m2B + m
2
K1
− 2mBEF . We defined the pole 1/ǫˆ = 1/ǫ − γE+ln4π which in the MS scheme will be
subtracted out. The currents are defined in the NDR with an anti-commuting γ5. The remaining quantities are
L = − 2EF
mB − 2EF + m
2
K1
mB
ln
(
2EF
mB
− m
2
K1
m2B
)
,
L
′
= L
(
1− m
2
K1
2EFmB
)
,
L
′′
= L
(
4− mB
EF
− 2m
2
K1
EFmB
)
.
The coefficient Ci at 1-loop order are calculated by finding the difference between full theory and the LEET vertex
calculation. It can be seen that all infrared divergent terms in (23) have same structure as Γ so they can be absorbed
in the redefinition of the soft form factors ξ
⊥,‖
K1
. Introducing a renormalization convention for an axial-vector meson
form factors that holds exactly to all orders in perturbation theory, we have
A(q2) =
(
1 +
mK1
mB
)
EF
∆
ξ⊥K1(EF ); V0(q
2) =
EF
mK1
ξ
‖
K1
(EF ). (24)
For a given current Γ in Eq. (23), one can find the O(αs) corrections by substituting in Eq. (12). Making use of
renormalization convention in Eq. (24) and comparing it with the form factors defined in Eq. (2) gives us
A(q2) =
(
1 +
mK1
mB
)
EF
∆
ξ⊥K1(EF ),
V0(q
2) =
EF
mK1
ξ
‖
K1
(EF )
V1(q
2) =
2EF
mB +mK1
ξ⊥K1(EF ),
V2(q
2) =
(
1 +
mK1
mB
)
EF
∆
[
ξ⊥K1(EF )−
(
1 +
αsCF
4π
(−2 + 2L′)
)
ξ
‖
K1
(EF )
]
,
T1(q
2) =
EF
∆
[(
1− m
2
K1
m2B
)
+
αsCF
4π
(
−mB
EF
L+ ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
+ L′
)]
ξ⊥K1(EF ),
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T2(q
2) =
2EF
mB
[
1 +
αsCF
4π
(
mB
EF
L− ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
− L′
)]
ξ⊥K1(EF ), (25)
T3(q
2) =
(
1 +
m2K1
m2B
)[{
1 +
αsCF
4π
(
mB
EF
L− ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
− L′
)
ξ⊥K1(EF )
}
−
{
1 +
αsCF
4π
(
3mB
2EF
L− ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
+ L′ − 2
)
ξ
‖
K1
(EF )
}]
.
Here, one can notice that V1(q
2) does not receive any contribution from the vertex corrections.
B. Hard-Spectator Corrections
The hard-spectator corrections arise at an order αs for which the two-particle light-cone distribution amplitudes of
the B- and the light K1-mesons are given in Appendix A. The momenta of b-quark and spectator quark before the
decay are
pµ = mbv
µ, lµ =
l+
2
nµ+ + l
µ
⊥ +
l−
2
nµ−. (26)
After the quark level transition b→ s which governs the B → K1 decay, the momenta of the leading s-quark and the
corresponding spectator quark in the K1-meson are
kµ1 = uEFn
µ
− + k
µ
⊥ +
(
~k2⊥
4uEF
+
m2K1
4uEF
)
nµ+, (27)
kµ2 = u¯EFn
µ
− − kµ⊥ +
(
~k2⊥
4u¯EF
+
m2K1
4u¯EF
)
nµ+, (28)
where u¯ = 1−u. All components of l as well as k⊥ in k1,2 are of the order of ΛQCD . It can be seen that (k1+ k2)2 ∼
m2K1 which otherwise was scaling like Λ
2
QCD. We are interested in hard-exchanges where gluon momenta scale as
mBΛQCD, therefore terms proportional to /n− will matter.
The contributions to heavy-to-light matrix elements for a given current is given by the convolution formula
〈K1|q¯Γb|B〉 = 4παsCF
NC
∫ 1
0
du
∫ ∞
0
dl+MBjkMK1li T Γijkl , (29)
whereMB,MK1 are two-particle light-cone projectors which contain the non-perturbative bound state dynamics. T Γ
is the hard scattering amplitude which is calculated from the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2. The K1-meson projector
is given as
MK1 =
[
− i
4
{
f⊥K1/ε
∗ /p′φK1⊥ (u) + f
‖
K1
mK1
E
(v · ε∗)φK1‖ (u)
}
γ5
]
li
(30)
with f⊥K1 and f
‖
K1
denoting the transverse and longitudinal vector meson decay constants and φK1⊥,‖ denote the twist-3
two-particle distribution amplitudes (c.f. Appendix A)
Similarly the projector for B-meson is
MB = − ifBmB
4
[
1 + /v
2
{
φB+(l+)/n+ + φ
B
−(l+)
(
/n− − l+γv⊥
∂
∂lv⊥
)}
γ5
]
jk
∣∣∣∣∣
l=(l+/2)n+
(31)
where fB is the B-meson decay constant. Last but not least the hard-scattering amplitude from the Fig. 2 is
T Γijkl =
[
Γ
mb(1 + /v) + /l − /k2
(mbv + l − k2)2 −m2b
γµ + γµ
/k1 + /k2 − /l
(k1 + k2 − l)2Γ
]
ij
1
(l − k2)2 [γ
µ]kl. (32)
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Working in the context of the LEET, we are interested only in the hard gluon exchange. The gluon propagator with
momenta defined in Eqs. (26, 27, 28) when expanded gives (l− k2)2 ∼ −2l+u¯EF which scales as mBΛQCD. The first
term in Eq. (32) has numerator /l − /k2 ∼ −u¯EF /n− that is the surviving term at the scale mBΛQCD. When all the
dust settle down, the contributions of hard exchanges after neglecting terms of order ΛQCD/mB are
T Γijkl ≃
[
Γ
mb(1 + /v)− u¯EF /n−
4u¯2l+mbE2F
γµ + γµ
EF /n− − /l
4u¯l2+E
2
F
Γ
]
ij
[γµ]kl. (33)
The term mb(1 + /v) diverges logarithmically for u¯ → 0 as the functions φ(u) vanishes only linearly in the leading
twist. These so called end-point divergences can be absorbed in soft form factors in our factorization scheme (22) as
they do not break heavy/large recoil symmetry relations. This can be easily verified by looking at the similarity of
its current structure with the one defined in Eq. (12). In this study, we can go beyond the twist-2 and work with
the twist-3 distribution amplitudes. Now the twist-3 distributions are suppressed by 1/mB which are compensated
by the linear term mB/ΛQCD in MK1 for the case u¯ → 0. Therefore, such terms do contribute at leading order in
soft factors ξ
⊥,‖
K1
. Similar argument can be made for second term in Eq. (33) where the twist-3 contributions are
factored in soft form factors for the case u¯→ 0 as end-point divergences. In short, all the twist-3 contributions can be
seen to preserve heavy quark/large-energy symmetries. There remains just one term, i.e, −u¯EF /n− in first numerator
of Eq. (33) which breaks the symmetry. This term is linear in u¯ and after evaluating convloution formula in Eq.
(29), term proportional to φB+(l+) survive. Now, let us focus on φ
B
−(l−) in MB given in Eq. (31). The /n− from the
term (−u¯EF /n−) when multiplied with φB−(l−)
(
/n− − l+γν⊥ ∂∂lν
⊥
)
gives a term proportional to l+γ⊥ as /n−/n− = 0. This
remaining term involving φB−(l−) can be found to preserve heavy quark/large recoil symmetry.
Just to give some details of how the symmetry breaking correction terms appear in the form factors, the detailed
calculation of the hard-spectator corrections to the form factor V2(q
2) is given in Appendix C. Similar procedure
is adopted for the form factors T1,2,3(q
2). Now using different possible Dirac gamma structures in Eq. (29) and
comparing it with Eq. (2), the complete results of form factors after including vertex and hard-spectator corrections
become
A(q2) =
(
1 +
mK1
mB
)
EF
∆
ξ⊥K1(q
2), (34)
V0(q
2) =
EF
mK1
ξ
‖
K1
(q2), (35)
V1(q
2) =
2EF
mB +mK1
ξ⊥K1(q
2), (36)
V2(q
2) =
(
1 +
mK1
mB
)
EF
∆
[
ξ⊥K1(q
2)−
{
1 +
αsCF
4π
(
−2 + 2L′ − q
2
m2B −m2K1
mB
2EF
∆F‖
ξ‖(q2)
)}
ξ
‖
K1
(q2)
]
, (37)
T1(q
2) =
EF
∆
[
(1− m
2
K1
m2B
) +
αsCF
4π
{
−mB
EF
L+ ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
+ L′ +
∆mB
4E2F
∆F⊥
ξ⊥K1(q
2)
}]
ξ⊥K1(q
2), (38)
T2(q
2) =
2EF
mB
[
1 +
αsCF
4π
{
−mB
EF
L+ ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
+ L′ +
mB
4EF
∆F⊥
ξ⊥K1(q
2)
}]
ξ⊥K1(q
2), (39)
T3(q
2) =
(
1− m
2
K1
m2B
)[{
1 +
αsCF
4π
(
mB
EF
L− ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
− L′ − m
2
B
m2B −m2K1
mB
4EF
∆F⊥
ξ⊥K1(q
2)
)}
ξ⊥K1(q
2)
−
{
1 +
αsCF
4π
(
3mBL
2EF
− ln
(
m2b
µ2
)
+ L′ − 2
}
ξ
‖
K1
(q2)
)]
. (40)
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where the quantities, ∆F⊥ and ∆F‖ can be written as
∆F⊥ =
8π2fBf
⊥
K1
NCmB
〈l−1+ 〉+〈u¯−1〉⊥,
∆F ‖ =
8π2fBf
‖
K1
NCmB
〈l−1+ 〉+〈u¯−1〉‖. (41)
The leading twist moments given for K1- and B- meson are
〈u¯−1〉⊥,‖ =
∫
du
φK1⊥,‖(u)
u¯
, (42)
and
〈l−1+ 〉+ =
∫
dl+
φB+(l+)
l+
. (43)
Again, we can see that V1(q
2) does not receive any symmetry breaking correction term, i.e., neither from vertex and
nor from hard-spectator corrections.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS
A. The Form Factors Analysis
In this section, we perform the numerical analysis of the form factors. To calculate the αs corrections to the form
factors we use the B-mesons decay constant to be fB = 0.195 ± 0.01 GeV. It has already been mentioned in Eq.
(1) that the physical states K1(1200, 1400) are the mixture of flavor states K1(A, B), therefore, the decay constant
corresponding physical states f⊥K1(f
‖
K1
) can be obtained by mixing f⊥K1(A,B) = 0.122, 0.0884(f
‖
K1(A,B)
= 0.17, 0.125)
GeV [27]. All quantities in hard scattering amplitudes are calculated at the scale of 1.5 GeV. For the flavor states,
we expand φ
⊥,‖
K1
up to second Gegenbauer moment [27]:
φ⊥K1A = 6uu¯
(
a⊥0A + 3a
⊥
1A(2u− 1) +
3
2
a⊥2A
(
5((2u− 1)2 − 1)) ,
φ⊥K1B = 6uu¯
(
1 + 3a⊥1B(2u− 1) +
3
2
a⊥2B
(
5((2u− 1)2 − 1)) ,
φ
‖
K1A
= 6uu¯
(
1 + 3a
‖
1B(2u− 1) +
3
2
a
‖
2B
(
5((2u− 1)2 − 1)) ,
φ
‖
K1B
= 6uu¯
(
a
‖
0B + 3a
‖
1B(2u− 1) +
3
2
a
‖
2A
(
5((2u− 1)2 − 1)) , (44)
and the values of a
⊥,‖
0,1,2 are given in [27]. In case of the soft form factors, we need the numerical values of the functions
ξ
‖
K1
, ξ⊥K1 . For this, we parametrize them in terms of the energy in the large recoil limit as(
mB +mK1
mB
EF
∆
ξ⊥K1 ,
EF
mK1
ξ
‖
K1
)
= {A(0), V0(0)} ×
(
mB
2EF
)2
(45)
where we are going to use the LCSR form factor values
(
AK1A(0) = 0.45± 0.09, AK1B(0) = −0.37+0.10−0.06
)
and(
V0(K1A)(0) = 0.22± 0.04, V0(K1B)(0) = −0.45+0.12−0.08
)
[21]. The values of other form factors for these flavor states are
calculated in [21] and are summarized in Table IV of ref. [22]. It is worth mentioning that the values of the form
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FIG. 3: Form factors are plotted with q2. Using the uncertainties in the form factors calculated in [21, 22] at q2 = 0 along
with the other input parameters and by parameterizing them with q2 through Eq. (45) their trend without symmetry breaking
corrections is shown with black band. The one with blue band corresponds to the same uncertainities in form factor but this
time including symmetry breaking corrections. The hard corrections are calculated at αs = 0.34 at scale µ = 1.47 GeV. Tensor
form factors are renormalized at the b−quark mass i.e., µ = mb.
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factors calculated in [21] are without taking into account gluon radiative corrections. Also to emphasis here that the
form factors of the physical mass states K1(1270,1400) also mix, i.e.,
A(1270)i (0) = AK1Ai (0) sin θK1 +AK1Bi (0) cos θK1
A(1400)i (0) = AK1Ai (0) cos θK1 −AK1Bi (0) sin θK1 , (46)
where Ai(0) can be A(0), V0,1,2(0) and T1,2,3(0). The form factors A0(q2) and V0(q2) correspond to our renomalization
convention to denote perpendicular
(
ξ⊥K1
)
and parallel
(
ξ
‖
K1
)
components, respectively and V1(q
2) does not receive
any radiative corrections. The rest of the form factors V2(q
2), T1,2,3(q
2) do have the contributions from the symmetry
breaking terms.
Using these numerical values of different input parameters at αs = 0.34 and µ = 1.47 GeV, the form factors against
momentum transfer q2 are plotted in Fig. 3. As an input we used the values of the form factors calculated in [21]
where it can be seen that their values for the states K1A,1B at q
2 = 0 given in Table IV of [22] are prone by the
uncertainties. Using these input values along with the other parameters, the form factor extrapolated with q2 using
Eq. (45) are plotted in Fig. 3. In these plots, the black band correspond to the uncertainties in the LCSR form factors
without symmetry breaking corrections. The blue band correspond to the same form factors and uncertainties but
this time including the symmetry breaking corrections calculated here. It is to be kept in consideration that the tensor
form factors are renormalized at µ = mb. In Fig. 3 we can see that in most of the q
2 region the two bands overlaps
significantly showing that the symmetry breaking corrections are masked by the uncertainties inherited through the
input values of the form factors and other parameters. The most prominent effects at almost all q2 range comes in
the tensor form factors T2(q
2) and T3(q
2). Quantitatively, we can see that the symmetry breaking corrections change
the LEET form factors V2(q
2) and T1,2,3(q
2) by less 10%. It is worth mentioning that the major uncertainty lies in
hard-spectator corrections due to LCDA of the B-meson. In past, due to non-availability of constraints on λB this
uncertainty could rise as high as ±50% [11]. These uncertainties were constrained by BABAR analysis of B → γlν
[28] at small recoil. This can further be improved by a similar analysis by BABAR for large recoil radiative decay.
The BABAR experiment has put upper limit of λB ∼ 669 MeV and lower limit of λB ∼ 300 MeV. Their analysis was
further improved in ref. [29] as the former does not consider highly energetic photons and radiative/power corrections.
For our calculations of form factors for semileptonic decay, the value of λB ∼ 0.35 GeV seemed to be optimal. In
context of the study [29], we expect more uncertainty at large recoil than at small recoil. That is the reason why
radiative corrections become important for precision calculation especially at the regime of q2 ∼ 1−3 GeV2 where the
symmetry breaking overlaps less significantly with uncertainties only for the form factors T2,3(q
2). The constraint on
B-meson light cone distribution amplitude along with uncertainty in K1 decay constant makes our results susceptible
to ±25% uncertainty.
B. Applications
To see how the symmetry breaking corrections influence the values of observables, we study the implications of the
modified form factors on the zero-position of the forward-backward asymmetry and the longitudinal lepton polarization
asymmetry (PL) for the decay channel B → K1µ+µ−.
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FIG. 4: Forward-backward asymmetry as a function of q2 is plotted. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the form factors
without and with corrections, respectively.
1. Forward-backward Asymmetry
The forward-backward asymmetry and its zero position in B → K1ℓ+ℓ− provides an interesting tool to look for the
physics beyond the SM. At leading order in the SM, this asymmetry has very weak dependence on the form factors.
It is, therefore, interesting to see the effects of form factors incorporating the symmetry breaking corrections on the
behavior and the zero-position of the forward-backward asymmetry. The effective Hamiltonian responsible for the
decay under consideration is
H = GF√
2
V ∗tsVtb
10∑
i=1
Ci(µ)Oi(µ), (47)
where Oi is are four-quark local operators and Ci are Wilson coefficients calculated in Naive dimensional regularization
(NDR) scheme at a scale µ. At the quark level, the corresponding amplitude for the underlying transition b→ sℓ+ℓ−
is
M(b→ sℓ+ℓ−) = GFα√
2
V ∗tsVtb
[
Ceff9 (s¯γµLb)
(
ℓ¯γµℓ
)
+ C10 (s¯γµLb)
(
ℓ¯γµγ5ℓ
)− 2mb
q2
Ceff7
(
s¯iσµν
qν
q2
Rb
)(
ℓ¯γµℓ
)]
(48)
where L = 1−γ52 , R =
1+γ5
2 , with mb the mass of b-quark and C
eff
7 = C7 − C5/3 − C6. Ceff9 contains both short
distance and long distance contributions, given by
Ceff9 (q
2) = C9(µ) + Ypert(sˆ) + YLD(q
2) (49)
here sˆ = q
2
m2
b
. Ypert represents the perturbative contributions, and YLD is the long-distance part. The Ypert is given in
[26];
Ypert = h(mˆc, sˆ)C0 − 1
2
h(1, sˆ)(4C3 + 4C4 + 3C5 + C6)
−1
2
h(0, sˆ)(C3 + 3C4) +
2
9
(3C3 + C4 + 3C5 + C6) (50)
As in the LEET, we are working below the J/ψ resonances i.e, di-lepton invariant mass of up to q2 = 7 GeV,
therefore, we will ignore the contribution from YLD . The study of the branching fraction and asymmetries in the
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decay under consideration is a bit complicated due to the mixing of K1A and K1B states as already pointed out in
Eq. (1).
The amplitude of the decay B → K1µ+µ− is found by sandwiching the different (s¯Γµb) currents between the B
and K1-mesons and expressing them in terms of form factors as given in Eq. (2). Doing the standard procedure, the
corresponding partial decay width can be given as
dΓ(B → K1µ+µ−) =
√
λ
1024π4m3B
d cos θdq2|M(B → K1µ+µ−)|2, (51)
where θ is the angle between B meson and µ+. The quantity λ is given as [14]
λ ≡ λ(q2,m2B,m2K1) =
[(
1− q
2
m2B
)2
− 2m
2
K1
m2B
(
1− q
2
m2B
)
+
m4K1
m4B
]1/2
. (52)
The differential forward-backward asymmetry is defined as;
dAFB
dq2
=
∫ 1
0
d(cosθ)
d2Γ
dq2d cos θ
−
∫ 0
−1
d(cos θ)
d2Γ
dq2d cos θ
. (53)
The differential decay width can be calculated by expressing the matrix elements of 〈K1| (s¯Γµb) |B〉 using quark level
currents given in Eq. (48) in which the hadronic part is parametrized in terms of the form factors. Consequently, the
normalized differential forward-backward asymmetry takes the form
dAFB
dq2
= − 1
dΓ/dq2
G2F | V ∗tsVtb |2
128π3
m3Bλ(q
2,m2K1)
2
( α
4π
)2 8q2
m2B
C10V1(q
2)A(q2)
×ℜ
[
Ceff9 +
mb
q2
Ceff7
(
(mB +mK1)
T1(q
2)
A(q2)
+ (mB −mK1)
T2(q
2)
V1(q2)
)]
. (54)
The expression of AFB given in Eq. (54) involves the ratio of the form factors T1(q
2)
A(q2) and
T2(q
2)
V1(q2)
. From Eqs. (34 -
40) we can see that the symmetry breaking corrections appear in the form factors T1(q
2) and T2(q
2). Hence, we can
expect the deviation in the numerical values of both amplitude and zero-position of AFB from the HQET form factors
and Fig.4 depicts this fact. It can be noticed that the shift of the zero-position of AFB is about 10% indicating that
before attributing any deviation in the zero-position of the AFB as a NP, it is important to take into account the
shift arises due to the symmetry breaking corrections in the form factors.
C. Longitudinal Lepton Polarization
In principle, many angular observables can be conceived; however, we are interested in longitudinal lepton polariza-
tion of the lepton pair. As we get the lepton pair from either off-shell photon, Z boson or some other neutral vector
boson; the vertex of the decay to lepton pair has Lorentz structure of either (V − A) or (V + A). Therefore, we can
assign different combination of possible helicities and they are summarized in Appendix B. The decay amplitude in
term of the lepton and hadron helicity amplitudes can be written as [30]
M(B → K1µ+µ−) = −
∑
i
(L(L, i)H(L, i)− L(R, i)H(R, i)) , (55)
where L(L) = µ¯γµ(1 − γ5)µ and L(R) = µ¯γµ(1 + γ5)µ are the lepton pair currents. After integrating out θ and φ
which are defined in the rest frame of lepton pair (c.f. Appendix B) we get the following result
dΓi
dq2
=
√
λ
96π3m3B
[|H(L, i)|2 + |H(R, i)|2] , (56)
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FIG. 5: Longitudinal lepton polarization Asymmetry due to symmetry breaking corrections. The description of the solid and
dashed lines is the same as in Fig. 4
withH(L, i),H(R, i) are the hadronic transition amplitudes and these are summarized in Appendix B. The asymmetry
in longitudinal-lepton polarization is written as
PL =
∫ 1
0
d cos θ1
(|L(L, 0)H(L, 0)|2)− ∫ 0
−1
d cos θ1
(|L(R, 0)H(R, 0)|2) , (57)
where |L(R, 0)|2 = |L(R, 0)|2 = 4q2 sin2 θ1. Integrating θ1 in Eq. (57) and normalizing it with full differential decay
rate in the denominator, one gets
P¯L =
|H(L, 0)|2 − |H(R, 0)|2
|H(L, i)|2 + |H(R, i)|2 . (58)
Upon subsituting the expressions of H(L, i) and H(R, i) the result for the lepton-polarization asymmetry reads as
following
PL = −4Ceff9 C10C′2|V1(q2)|2 − 4Ceff9 C10D′2|V2(q2)|2 + 4Ceff9 C10C′D′V1(q2)V2(q2)− 4C7C10B′C′T2(q2)V1(q2)
−4C7C10A′D′T3(q2)V2(q2) + 4C7C10B′D′T2(q2)V2(q2) (59)
where the quantities A′,B′, C′,D′, are given as
A′ = λ
m2B −m2K1
, B′ = 3m2K1 +m2B − q2,
C′ = (mB −mK1)(m2K1 −m2B + q2), D′ =
λ
mB −mK1
. (60)
Now using the form factors from Eqs. (34 - 40) we get PL in terms of two soft form factors ξ
⊥,‖
K1
and hard spectator
factors ∆F⊥,‖. The behavior of PL as a function of di-lepton mass squared is shown in Fig. 5. As can be observed,
there is no difference arise in the value after incorporating the symmetry-breaking corrections to the form factors for
this particular observable. Therefore, any significant deviation from the SM prediction of this physical observable in
B → K1ℓ+ℓ− decay will be a hint of a new physics.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this work, radiative corrections to form factors at one loop order are calculated in B → K1µ+µ− decay. These
corrections are significant at large recoil q2 ∼ 1− 7 GeV2 for heavy-to-light transitions. We employed a factorization
scheme in context of the LEET to take into account the soft- and hard-gluon exchanges. The vertex corrections
are found by matching effective theory with full theory at one loop level. These corrections do not break symmetry
relations and appear as an αs corrections in the form factors (c.f. Eq.(25)). The hard-spectator corrections do break
symmetry relations and these are calculated via light cone distribution amplitudes. We found that the accumulated
corrections to form factor relations shifts the zero-position of the forward-backward asymmetry by 10%. Therefore, we
can say that these symmetry breaking, if not calculated, somehow would have been mixed with the possible NP for this
observable in B → K1µ+µ− decay. Contrary to the forward-backward asymmetry, the longitudinal lepton polarization
asymmetry hardly gets affected by these symmetry breaking corrections. Therefore, any significant difference especially
in the longitudinal lepton polarization asymmetry, if observed experimentally, would be an indicative of some physics
beyond the SM.
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Appendix A: Parton Distribution Amplitudes
B-meson Parton Distribution Amplitude
The two particle light cone matrix element with B-momentum mBv and two functions φ
B
±(t) in coordinate space
compatible with Lorentz-decomposition is [8]:
M(z) ≡ 〈0|q¯β(z)P (z, 0)qα(0)|B¯(p)〉 = − ifBmB
4
[
1 + /v
2
{
2φB+(t) +
φB−(t)− φB+(t)
t
/z
}
γ5
]
αβ
. (A1)
The factor − ifBmB4 is chosen according to the normalization of pseudo-scalar meson, i.e., 〈0|q¯β[γ5]βαqα|B¯(p)〉 and
t = v · z. The path ordered exponential in Eq. (A1) is given as
P (z2, z1) = P exp
(
igs
∫ z1
z2
dzµAµ(z)
)
. (A2)
Finding the momentum space projector MB of M(z),∫
d4zM(z)A(z) =
∫
d4l
(2π)4A(l)
∫
d4ze−ilzM(z),
=
∫∞
0 dl+M
BA(l)|l=(l+/2)n+ , (A3)
here A(z) is hard scattering amplitude in coordinate space whereas A(l) is its momentum representation. Now, being
consistent with our definition of l, i.e.,
lµ =
l+
2
nµ+ +
l−
2
nµ− + l
µ
⊥, (A4)
also the coordinate function φB±(t) in momentum space is
φB±(t) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dωe−iωtφB±(ω). (A5)
In the heavy quark limit, the hard scattering amplitude A(l) in the light-meson in the n− direction is independent of
l−. So A(l) = A
0(l+) + l
µ
⊥A
1
µ(l+) +O(1/mB). Moreover the derivative is given after dropping the l− term;
∂
∂lµ
= nµ−
∂
∂lµ
+
∂
∂l⊥µ
. (A6)
Substituting Eqs. (A5) and (A6) along with A(l) in Eq. (A3), we find
MBβα = −
ifBmB
4
[
1 + /v
2
{
φB+(ω)/n+ + φ
B
−(ω)
(
/n− − l+γν⊥
∂
∂lν⊥
)}
γ5
]
βα
∣∣∣∣∣
l=(l+/2)n+
. (A7)
K1-meson Parton Distribution Amplitude
The two parton light-cone distribution amplitude for K1-meson are given as [27]
〈0|q¯(y)γµγ5q(x)|K1(p′, λ)〉 = if‖K1mK1
∫ 1
0
duei(up
′y+u¯p′x){p′µ
ε∗(λ)z
pz
Φ‖(u) + ε
∗(λ)
⊥µ g
(a)
⊥ (u)−
1
2
zµ
ε∗(λ)z
(pz)2
m2K1g3(u)}
〈0|q¯(y)γµq(x)|K1(p′, λ)〉 = −if‖K1mK1ǫµνρσε∗ν(λ)pρzσ
∫ 1
0
duei(up
′y+u¯p′x) g
(v)
⊥ (u)
4
(A8)
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here Φ‖(u) is leading twist-2 distribution amplitudes which can be expanded in Gegenbauer moments as we did in the
numerical analysis (c.f. Sec. IV). g
(a)
⊥ (u), g
(v)
⊥ (u) are twist-3 while g3(u) are twist-4 contributions which we did not
discuss as there contributions goes as 1/m3B. The matrix elements for the tensor currents up to twist-3 are given as
〈0|q¯(y)σµνγ5q(x)|K1(p′, λ)〉 = f⊥K1
∫ 1
0
duei(up
′y+u¯p′x){(ε∗(λ)⊥µ pν − ε∗(λ)⊥ν pµ)Φ⊥(u) +
m2K1ε
∗(λ)z
(pz)2
(pµzν − pνzµ)h(t)‖ (u)},
〈0|q¯(y)γ5q(x)|K1(p′, λ)〉 = f⊥K1m2K1(ε∗(λ)z)
∫ 1
0
duei(up
′y+u¯p′x)
h
(p)
‖ (u)
2
. (A9)
Appendix B: Helicity Amplitudes
The polarization vectors are represented by ε(i) where i = 0,± denote the longitudinal and transverse polarization
of the lepton pair. The metric tensor gµν can be written in terms of the di-lepton momenta and polarization vectors
as; gµν = −
∑
i εµ(i)ε
∗
ν(i) +
qµqν
q2 . Substituting it in Eq. (55), we can write the decay amplitude as
M(B → K1ℓ+ℓ−) = Lµ(L)Hν(L)gµν + Lµ(R)Hν(R)gµν = −
∑
i
L(L, i)H(L, i)−
∑
i
L(R, i)H(R, i) (B1)
The leptonic amplitudes are easy to define. Let θ1 be the angle between ℓ
− in the lepton pair rest frame and the
B-meson. The angle between K1-meson and the lepton pair plane is φ. The various leptonic amplitudes will then be
given as
L(L, 0) = 2
√
q2 sin θ1 , L(R, 0) = −2
√
q2 sin θ1 (B2)
L(L,+) = −2√2
√
q2 sin2 θ12 e
iφ , L(R,+) = −2√2
√
q2 cos2 θ12 e
iφ (B3)
L(L,−) = −2√2
√
q2 cos2 θ12 e
−iφ , L(R,−) = −2√2
√
q2 sin2 θ12 e
−iφ (B4)
The hadronic amplitudes for the three polarization states are given as
H(L, 0) = GFVtbV
∗
tsα
8
√
2πmK1
√
q2
(
2Ceff7 mb
[
λT3(q
2)
m2B −m2K1
− (3m2K1 +m2B − q2)T2(q2)
]
+
(Ceff9 − C10)
[
(mB −mK1)(m2K1 −m2B + q2)V1(q2) +
λV2(q
2)
mB −mK1
])
(B5)
H(R, 0) = GFVtbV
∗
tsα
8
√
2πmK1
√
q2
(
2Ceff7 mb
[
λT3(q
2)
m2B −m2K1
− (3m2K1 +m2B − q2)T2(q2)
]
+
(Ceff9 + C10)
[
(mB −mK1)(m2K1 −m2B + q2)V1(q2) +
λV2(q
2)
mB −mK1
])
(B6)
H(L,+) = GFVtbV
∗
tsα
4
√
2πmK1
√
q2
(
2
[
Ceff7 mb
√
λT1(q
2)− Ceff7 mb(m2B −m2K1)T2(q2)
]
+
(Ceff9 − C10)q2
[ √
λA2(q
2)
mB −mK1
− (mB −mK1)V1(q2)
])
(B7)
H(L,−) = GFVtbV
∗
tsα
4
√
2πmK1
√
q2
(
2
[
−Ceff7 mb
√
λT1(q
2)− Ceff7 mb(m2B −m2K1)T2(q2)
]
+
(Ceff9 − C10)q2
[
−
√
λA2(q
2)
mB −mK1
− (mB −mK1)V1(q2)
])
(B8)
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H(R,+) = GFVtbV
∗
tsα
4
√
2πmK1
√
q2
(
2
[
Ceff7 mb
√
λT1(q
2)− Ceff7 mb(m2B −m2K1)T2(q2)
]
+
(Ceff9 + C10)q
2
[ √
λA2(q
2)
mB −mK1
− (mB −mK1)V1(q2)
])
(B9)
H(R,−) = GFVtbV
∗
tsα
4
√
2πmK1
√
q2
(
−2
[
Ceff7 mb
√
λT1(q
2)− Ceff7 mb(m2B −m2K1)T2(q2)
]
+
(Ceff9 + C10)q
2
[
−
√
λA2(q
2)
mB −mK1
− (mB −mK1)V1(q2)
])
(B10)
Appendix C: Hard-Spectator correction to V2(q
2)
For heavy-to-light meson matrix elements in Eq. (29), substituting MK1 from Eq. (30) and φB+(l+) term of MB
from Eq. (31) along with hard scattering amplitude
T µijkl = −
[
γµ
/n−
4u¯l+mbEF
γη
]
ij
[γη]kl, (C1)
we arrive at the following relation
〈
K1(p
′, ε∗)|q¯γµb|B¯(p)〉
HSA
= −4παCF
Nc
(−i
4
)(−ifBmB
8
)(
1
4mbEF
)∫ 1
0
du
∫ ∞
0
dl+
1
u¯l+
∗ Tr[· · ·] (C2)
where the trace is
Tr[· · ·] = Tr
[(
f⊥K1φ
K1
⊥ (u)/ε
∗ /p′ + f
‖
K1
φK1‖ (u)
mK1
EF
(ε∗ · v /p′)
)(
−γµ/n−γη
)(
φB+(l+)(1 + /v)/n+γ5γ
η
)]
(C3)
Solving the trace to get
Tr[· · ·] = −8m
2
K1
EF
f⊥K1φ
K1
⊥ (u)φ
B
+(l+)(ε
∗ · v)nµ− − 32f‖K1φ⊥(u)φB+(l+)(ε∗ · v)
mK1∆
EF
nµ−. (C4)
The leading twist moments φK1⊥,‖(u) and φ
B
+(l+) are integrated and given as in Eq. (42) and Eq. (43), respectively.
Substituting Eq. (C4) in Eq. (C2) and comparing it to first line in Eq. (2) will give us the desired result of Eq. (37).
The first contribution goes like m2K1 which will be multiplied by q
2 upon comparison with Eq. (2) and hence can
be omitted. Similar technique can be followed for the calculation of the hard-spectator corrections to the rest of the
form factors.
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